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YOUR WORD IS A LAMP FOR MY FEET, A LIGHT ON MY PATH.
-PSALM 119:105

Read Psalm 119:1-16 and 119:105
PRAY

CHAT

Dear God,

How is the Bible like a light?

Thank you for your word and light it shines on

How is a Bible like map?

our lives. Help us to listen and follow.

When do I usually read my Bible?

Amen

Who can I ask when I have questions about the
Bible?

BOOKMARK

How does the BIble help everyone, even though

You can use the bookmark templates on the next page or just cut

we are all different?

out a piece of paper and create your own bookmark! Choose a
verse that is special to you or ask your parents to help you find a

What does the Bible say about us?

verse.

What does the Bible say about God?

Cut, color and decorate your bookmark and use it in your Bible or

What does the Bible say about the world?

another book. Color some to give as gifts!

How does the Bible help us grow?
How can the Bible help today? In the future?
ALL THE LIGHTS!

Do a scavenger hunt to find all of the different
lights in your home. Make a list of the different

WRITE A SONG
One great way to tuck God's Word into your mind and heart is

kinds and find out which family member finds the

through music. There are many beautiful songs that are made

most. You can also list all of the different kinds

from Bible verses. Listen to a few. Then, create your own!

of lights you can think of, even if you don't have

Decide what part of the Bible you want to spend time in and
write down the words. Set them to the music you like! You can

them at home! Laser? Floodlight? Streetlight?

rap, sing country music, style after your favorite pop, change

What makes each kind of light unique? How can

the lyrics to a rock tune, or just belt out whatever sounds fun!

you compare each type to the Bible?

Be creative and have fun. You can make actions if you want.

Examples:
A flashlight shines on what is near us. The

Feel free to send Heather a video to share with the church if
you want!

Bible also shows us what we need to know in
our own lives.
The headlight on our car shines in front of us

WORSHIP

WATCH

Your Word- Hillsong Worship

Treasured in my Heart

https://youtu.be/G9NEYy71lcU

https://youtu.be/yetVjO8spXQ

Hidden in My Heart Song

David's Prayers:

https://youtu.be/8eIcXYmMaTg

https://youtu.be/yImbRHFPSHk

and shows us what to do next.
Hide something in a dark room and (safely) try to
find it. Then turn on the lights. Was it easier?

